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A wide range of both classical and contemporary scholars of politics have held that a single agency,

whether an individual or organization, is necessary for the production of law. For Thomas Hobbes

(1999[1640]), this agent is the sovereign, who must “set forth and make known the common measure

by which every man is to know what is his, and what another’s; what is good, and what bad; and

what he ought to do, and what not.” Hobbes argues against mixed government on the basis that

when separate organs of government disagree, then civil war looms. Since the purpose of the

sovereign is to provide coherent commands for subjects to obey, Hobbes maintains, the sovereign

must be an agent capable of a unified voice, such as a monarch or assembly.

For classical scholars who accept the idea of mixed government, a high court remains necessary

to resolve disputes. For example, in the Federalist Papers, Alexander Hamilton argues that “endless

diversities in the opinions of men” will result in “contradictory decisions of a number of independent

judicatories.” For this reason, “all nations have found it necessary to establish one court paramount

to the rest. . . authorized to settle and declare in the last resort a uniform rule of civil justice,”

(Hamilton 2003[1787]). Hamilton thus justifies the power of judicial review by a supreme court.

Contemporary scholars emphasize that law can be enforced through decentralized coordination.

In prominent work, Weingast (1997) theorizes the rule of law as a repeated game in which groups

in society are able to cooperate to constrain a sovereign that might expropriate from any one of

them. The sovereign might attempt to buy off one group by providing benefits while expropriating

from the other, but, as Weingast observes, the Folk Theorem implies that there are strategies for

the groups to cooperate despite this temptation to defect. Constitutional rules specify when groups

cooperate to constrain the sovereign and when the sovereign’s actions are acceptable. In a similar

vein, Stephenson (2003) models judicial review as the high court solving a cooperation problem for

political parties by clearly resolving policy ambiguities so that risk-averse parties can cooperate to

avoid extreme policies while rotating in power.

These ideas are broadly applicable to international law as well. While focusing on government

administrators rather than groups in society broadly, Dragu and Polborn (2013) argue that inter-

national human rights standards can alter government policies by affecting coordination among

actors implementing those policies. Alter (2014) sees one source of the influence of international
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law in its ability to provide focal points for international actors to coordinate around.

For these various scholars, law is either exogenous to the theoretical analysis, or produced by a

single agent such as a constitutional convention, international legal body, or high court. Hadfield

and Weingast (2012, 2014) label such a central legal authority a “classifying institution”, which

makes final, unambiguous judgments of what is lawful or unlawful, and thereby enables coordination

to sanction unlawful behavior. Hadfield and Weingast provide evidence for the importance of

classifying institutions, even in otherwise very decentralized contexts of law enforcement, through

studies of the ancient Athenian Assembly, the medieval Icelandic Law Speaker, and other cases

(Carugati et al 2015, Hadfield and Weingast 2013). Among international legal bodies, Alter focuses

on adjudication in the model of the European Court of Justice (ECJ), due to the capacity of the

ECJ and similar bodies to “speak the law”, a capacity enabled by their hierarchical structure.1

While a central authority is emphasized in theories of law, few doubt that social norms can be

produced and enforced in a decentralized manner, and thus it is important to be precise about what

we mean by “law”. H.L.A. Hart (1961) argues that the central features of law can be understood,

not by the presence of sanctions or coercive power, but by the union of what Hart calls primary

and secondary rules of social behavior. Primary rules mean substantive rules of appropriate and

inappropriate actions. For example, murder is wrong, and the dinner fork goes on the left side

of the plate. These may be intuitively classified as “norms” (normative standards of behavior).

Secondary rules are rules about primary rules. Hart suggests three categories of secondary rules.

First, “rules of recognition” identify primary rules. Second, “rules of change” provide a mechanism

to alter primary rules. Third, “rules of adjudication” allow primary rules to be applied to particular

cases upon disagreement. To introduce secondary rules moves a social system from one of norms

to one of laws.

For the development of a body of law, rules must be more than consistent with one another. A

set of “rules” that applied only very narrowly to each specific case would be consistent, but trivially

so. For law to be coherent means more than that legal rules determining the outcomes of different

1 An exception to this general presumption is provided by Pelc (2014), who finds empirical evidence that World Trade
Organization (WTO) arbitration panels also utilize precedent and have developed a body of WTO law. Nonetheless,
Pelc does not theorize a more general role for WTO-style arbitration in producing coherent legal rules.
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cases do not contradict each other, but that there is a logical structure connecting different rules

to common principles and lines of reasoning. Legal coherence is important for the rule of law,

predictability, and a fair application of rules.2

There are numerous plausible reasons to doubt that decentralized institutions will be able to

supply coherent law, of which Landes and Posner (1979) provide several. First, they argue that

legal rules are public goods and will hence be underprovided in private arbitration. Furthermore,

if a judge is clear about a legal rule they follow, they will exclude possible cases. Additionally,

if precedent is valuable, perhaps judges will inefficiently proliferate their own precedent, without

regard to, or specifically in contrast with, the legal rules specified by other judges. For these reasons,

Landes and Posner’s expect private arbitration to produce inconsistent legal decisions.

These concerns can be categorized into three reasons for skepticism that arbitration systems can

produce law. First is the problem of coherence. Policy disagreement among judges causes decisions

to diverge from an existing rule that a judge believes to be incorrect. Second is the problem of

selection. Given that disputants have conflicting interests, an arbitrator favored by one should be

rejected by the other. Third is the problem of publicity. Developing well-reasoned opinions requires

resources. Judges must consider multiple potential explanations, marshal relevant legal materials,

and draft their arguments. Why would judges expend this effort? With jurisdictional competition,

why would disputants pursuing a resolution to their private dispute support this public good?

Other scholars have observed additional potentially perverse outcomes. Where disputants (es-

pecially plaintiffs) have a degree of choice over courts, O’Hara and Ribstein (2009) worry that

powerful, global actors, such as multinational corporations, will gain the ability to pick and choose

law, to the disadvantage of weak states and domestic claimants. In a different context of jurisdic-

tional competition, Klerman (2007) argues that early modern English common law judges competed

to attract plantiffs (the party empowered to select courts) and that this led to a pro-plaintiff bias

in English common law, prior to court fees being reformed in 1799. These concerns are rooted in

unequal capacities of disputants to choose a dispute-resolution forum.

To demonstrate that these failings are not necessary features of a decentralized legal system, this

2 For more on the concept of legal coherence, though with an emphasis on the difficulties created by collegial courts,
see Kornhauser and Sager (1986) and Landa and Lax (2009).
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paper provides an example of an institutional structure that avoids such pitfalls. In the legal system

under analysis here, disputants have a mutual veto over potential judges, and either disputant can

choose to pay for reasoned explanations. Decisions by each court are formally binding only on the

disputants in the case before that court. Judges have preferences over policy (and disagree with

each other) as well a wage for deciding each case. And judges can choose to decide cases in a way

that is inconsistent with other judges, since there is no higher-level enforcement mechanism.

I present a formal model to demonstrate how incentives for each set of actors in such a system

causes coherent legal rules to develop. Judges, by deciding a case in a manner inconsistent with

the status quo, reveal their policy preferences and thus face rejection by future disputants on the

anticipated losing side. But sometimes, cases arise that reveal an inconsistency or contradiction

within existing rules, or lack a clear determination from existing rules. This indeterminacy allows

the judge an opportunity to innovate, yet still derive their judgments from existing rules. Policy-

motivated judges desire not to be rejected, and thereby maintain the status quo in “normal” cases,

because there is some chance they will have a long-term impact on the law in the future.

Since either disputant may reject a judge, they will do so if a judge appears biased for one side or

the other. Because judges know this, disputants will never have the opportunity to reject a judge.

But they still know that judges are privately favorable toward one disputant or the other. For this

reason, the disputant disadvantaged by the status quo rule will pay for the judge to publish an

explanation for the judge’s decision, in order to give a potentially favorable judge the opportunity

to rule in their favor while justifying their decision to appear unbiased.3

This paper offers support for the real-world plausibility of the incentive structure and its impli-

cations for the development of coherent legal rules, as presented in the model, by briefly describing

an empirical example: the case of labor arbitration in the United States. Labor arbitration is used

to settle contract disputes between an employer and a labor union. The system was established

through the Taft-Hartley Act of 1947 and thus the modern field has developed over the course of

3 A parallel can be drawn between this model and a model of electoral agency. When voters face informational
constraints, politicians may strategically support policies they disagree with (“pander”) to win elections (Canes-
Wrone et al 2001). In the current model, disputants occupy the role of voters and judges of politicians in an
electoral-agency context. As in a model of electoral agency, in the model here judges may decide cases inconsistent
with their own policy preferences so as to avoid future rejection.
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decades. Though there is no formal, statutory requirement for labor arbitrators to create or rely

upon precedent, there is extensive citation to precedent in arbitral awards, publication of rules, and

a generally accepted view among practitioners that precedent influences future cases (St. Antoine

2014). This case study connects the theory to a decentralized legal system in practice.

It is important to consider the possibilities of decentralized legal structures because there are

limitations to centralized forms of lawmaking. The absence of effective legal institutions is a

severe challenge in both international and domestic contexts due to the limits of decentralized

cooperation without clear rules, creating unenforceable contracts or incredible commitments, and

causing violent conflict (see, e.g., Powell 2012, Haggard et al 2008). Yet it is difficult to establish

legislative authority at the global level or in areas of low state capacity. If the argument of this

paper is correct, then it is possible to gain the cooperative benefits of law without the practical

limits of a legal hierarchy.

That said, not every type of decentralized legal system yields happy outcomes (Helfand 2015).

Rather, this paper argues that it is possible to structure a legal system without a central author-

ity so as to avoid the negative outcomes that many fear. Since the outcomes of jurisdictional

competition depend on particular features of institutional rules (such as the selection mechanism

for arbitrators) categorical claims about centralized or decentralized legal systems being better or

worse are inappropriate.

This paper proceeds as follows. The first section presents the formal model. In the second

section, I analyze the formal model to show how problems of selection, coherence, and publicity

can be solved within an institutional structure without a central authority to produce rules. Third,

I draw from scholars and practitioners of labor arbitration to show how the emergence of rules in

labor arbitration illustrates the formal model.
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1 Model setup

This section models a dispute-resolution system as an infinite-horizon game with incomplete infor-

mation. Judges are randomly drawn from an infinite pool, and each disputant in a case can choose

to reject a judge (at which point another judge is randomly drawn to resolve their dispute). Judges

value policy and are not legally bound to follow the same policy rules applied by other judges.

However, disputants do not know ex ante the policy preferences of the judges.

1.1 Actors and utilities

There are two disputants who choose from a population of judges. The judge chosen will select a

rule to dispose of the case, rather than directly choosing a winner. Each disputant is defined as

either the challenger (C) or incumbent (I). The labels “challenger” and “incumbent” refer to the

location of the status quo rule SQ relative to the distribution of judges. SQ is assumed to be less

than 1/2, meaning that the incumbent is favored by the status quo. The judge’s policy rule x entails

a win for I when x is less than the location k of the case. While judges are choosing over rules,

disputants care only about the case outcome.

Utility for disputants I and C are as follows:

UI =πv − eIφ

UC =π(1− v)− eCφ

π > 0 represents the value of winning the current case. v ∈ {0, 1} indicates which disputant wins

the case, with v = 1 if x ≤ k and v = 0 if x > k. The indicator variable ei ∈ {0, 1} for i ∈ {I, C}

represents player i’s decision to bear cost φ > 0 to obtain a reasoned explanation from the judge.

Disputants live for one period, so disputants only ever care about the present.

The parameter φ represents the cost for judges to craft reasoned explanations, which they pass

on to disputants. There may be a variety of reasons for judges to bear the cost of written explana-
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tions, such as to appear fair or build a reputation for high-quality reasoning (along the “advertising”

lines suggested by Landes and Posner). But the question remains, when disputants choose between

arbitrators, why disputants would pay more for a judge to craft a written explanation.

There is an infinite pool of judges. Judges in this pool are identical in all respects except for

the location of θj ∈ [0, 1], representing judge j’s preference for the rule determining whether the

challenger or incumbent win the case (low values of θj benefit the incumbent disputant). While I

refer throughout this paper to individual judges, a “judge” in this model could be interpreted as

any alternative legal venue, such as an arbitral panel.4

A judge’s utility in a given period is,

Uj = w −
∣∣x− θj∣∣

The variable w > 0 is the wage (or psychological benefits) a judge gains from deciding cases,

which is defined relative to policy gains. Additionally, w is assumed to be the same for all judges.

In contrast to their wage, judges receive policy utility whether or not they are deciding cases

themselves. Judges are risk-neutral in the main version of this model to make explicit that the

result does not rely upon risk-aversion. In the appendix, I present an alternate version of the

model with risk-averse judges, with qualitatively similar results. Judges discount future cases by

δ ∈ (0, 1).

1.2 Information environment

Judges vary in their policy preferences, but their preferences are ex ante unknown to disputants.

The judge’s type θj is the judge’s private information. A judge’s type is the realized value of a

random variable θ drawn from the uniform distribution on [0, 1] ⊂ R. As a simplifying assump-

tion, once disputants reject a judge, that judge can never again be selected. Another judge (with

unrevealed preferences) takes their place in deciding the next case.

For each new period, identical disputants are drawn. Disputants observe the case history of

4 Given the literature on decision-making by collegial courts, this might not appear to be a benign assumption
(Kornhauser and Sager 1986, Landa and Lax 2009). Nonetheless, this model is concerned with the relationship
between rules of different courts, rather than the ability of particular courts to generate coherent rules.
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published decisions by all judges.5 Disputants can choose to pay a cost to obtain a reasoned

explanation for a judge’s decision. Doing so reveals the rule a judge used to decide a case.

If judge j writes a reasoned explanation, then there is some probability that the case will allow

a temporary shift in the status quo. A “strong” case (from the judge’s perspective) reveals some

ambiguity or contradiction in the status quo rule, such that it must be amended. The judge can

change the status quo rule to the judge’s own policy preference while appearing unbiased. There is

probability q each period that the case brought before a judge is strong s = 1 and 1− q probability

that the case is weak s = 0. Once a strong case is drawn, the SQ rule will stay in the same location

for T periods. The variable T can be thought of as an average “rate of decay” for a judge’s decision

defining a legal rule.

Whether a case is strong or weak only makes a difference for the case outcome if disputants have

already chosen for the judge to produce a reasoned explanation p ∈ {0, 1}. If p = 1, the decision

will be published. Published opinions give judges the opportunity to explain their reasoning, and

to show that their decision was made necessary by existing rules and prior decisions, not their own

policy preferences. If p = 0, the present disputants observe the result, but future disputants do

not, and there is no effect on the rule.

1.3 Sequence of actions

Each turn consists of the following moves:

1. Nature chooses case-type s = 1 or s = 0 with probability q.

2. Either disputant chooses to reject or not reject judge.

3. If rejection, Nature randomly selects replacement from population of judges with type revealed

only to judge.

4. Incumbent chooses eI = 1 or eI = 0. Challenger chooses eC = 1 or eC = 0.

5. Judge decides rule x ∈ [0, 1], which is revealed to disputants if p = 1.

5 A simplifying feature of the model is that disputants are not looking forward to future cases. One might imagine
an informational rationale for the challenger in which they support reasoned explanations in order to learn the
strength of their case for the purpose of deciding whether or not to pursue continued legal action, but that is not
included here.
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Notice that disputants will always be new actors in a period, with no prior history. But if a

judge chooses an actions such that disputants do not reject (alternatively, “retain”) the judge, then

the same judge can persist across many periods. Each period is interpreted as a separate case.

A judge j can choose to maintain or overturn the status quo rule SQ in favor of j’s own

preference. If either disputant chooses eI = 1, then the judge will provide an explanation (p =

max{eC , eI}). Where p = 1 and s = 1, the judge is able to move the status quo rule without being

rejected in the future. Once the status quo is moved, it will remain for T periods.

In this setup, all judges have equal authority. There is no central institution to enforce con-

sistency among judges. Yet, the distribution of policy preferences among judges builds in the

potential for judges to issue inconsistent decisions. The strategies by disputants that may miti-

gate inconsistency—vetoing only unbiased judges and paying the cost for published decisions—are

endogenous to the model.

2 Model analysis

This section posits an equilibrium in which disputants choose to expend the cost for a published

explanation and judges maintain the status quo rule, unless a “strong” case arises, at which point

judges move the rule to their ideal point. Since disputants do not know the judge’s policy preference,

the appropriate equilibrium concept is perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE).

I analyze conditions under which the following is an equilibrium strategy for judges: when p = 0

(decision is published), choose x = θj ; when p = 1 and s = 0 (decision is published and case is

normal), choose x = SQ; when p = 1 and s = 1 (decision is published and case is strong), choose

x = θj . When decisions are not published, it does not matter whether cases are normal or strong,

and the judge chooses their ideal policy. When decisions are published, the judge maintains the

status quo rule for normal cases and decides according to their ideal policy rule for strong cases.

Where the decision is not published, or where the decision is published and the case is strong,

the judge’s decision is straightforward: the judge is able to choose the rule they believe to be
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correct. But where decisions are published and the case is weak (s = 0 and p = 1), the judge

faces a tradeoff. On one hand, they can attain their policy preference in the current period but be

rejected for all subsequent periods. On the other hand, they can rule against their policy preference

in the current period, but maintain the possibility of achieving their preferred policy in the future.

Thus, what we need to find is the condition under which judges opt to rule against their preferred

outcome to gain the possibility of shaping policy in the future.

For each judge, the present value of rejection is

VR = −
∣∣θj − SQ∣∣+ δ

[
q
−
∣∣θj − E(θi)

∣∣
1− δ

+ (1− q)VR

]

If rejected, a judge receives the payoff from the SQ rule until a strong case arises (s = 1), and

another judge i (where i 6= j) resets the SQ rule, which will be to the expected value of θi. The

present value for maintaining the status quo is

VSQ = w −
∣∣θj − SQ∣∣+ δ

[
q
w −

∣∣θj − E(θi)
∣∣ δT

1− δ
+ (1− q)VSQ

]

This condition states that the gains in the current period to the judge for deciding consistent with

the SQ is the wage w, minus the distance between the judge’s policy ideal θj and the SQ. In the

future, a case will either be strong (s = 1) with probability q or normal (s = 0) with probability

1− q. If a strong case arises next period, the judge will receive w from t = 0 to T since the rule is

located at the judge’s ideal point θj , and w −
∣∣θj − E(θi)

∣∣ thereafter in expectation.

The present value for choosing the judge’s ideal policy rule when the case is normal (s = 0) in

the current period is

Vθ = w + δ

[
q
−
∣∣θj − E(θi)

∣∣
1− δ

+ (1− q)VR

]

This shows that the judge obtains their ideal policy for a single period. The judge is then rejected

forever and faces the SQ rule until that rule is changed by another judge. The judge’s decision has

no effect on policy aside from the individual case.

Because the equilibrium of interest is where judges rule according to the status quo rule, except
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when they can do otherwise legitimately, it must be the case that for normal cases (s = 0) the

present value of deciding with the status quo rule VSQ is at least as great as the present value

of deviating and deciding according to the judge’s own preference Vθ. Where γ = (1−δ)/δ and

λ = q(1−δT )/(1−δ(1−q)), noting that γ and λ are greater than zero), this condition yields

w ≥
∣∣θj − SQ∣∣ γ − (

1

2
− θj + θ2j )λ (1)

When the condition in expression 1 holds, the judge will choose x = SQ for weak cases when

the individual benefit to the judge of continuing is at least as great as the difference between

the distance between the judge’s policy preference and the status quo and expected judge drawn

randomly, weighted by the discount factor and chance of an opportunity to revise the policy rule.

Disputants form beliefs about the location of the judge’s type θj from the judge’s prior case

record. If there is at least one case in which a judge departs from the status quo, then disputants

have information about that judge’s ideal point. Disputants also have information about a judge’s

ideal point if there are some parameter values for which the judge would choose policy x = θj , but

the judge has always chosen x = SQ. If judge j chooses x = SQ while judge i would have chosen

x = θi, disputants are able to update beliefs about the judge’s type. Thus, disputants will only ever

not reject a judge in equilibrium under parameter values in which all judges maintain the status

quo for weak cases.

Lemma 1. The conditions for which all types of judges choose the status quo rule for weak cases

(s = 0) are as follows:

• γ ≤ λ and w ≥ 1
4λ(γ2 − λ2) + γ(12 − SQ)

• γ > λ and w ≥ γ(1− SQ)− 1
2λ

Next, we can investigate the cost that disputants are willing to pay to publish decisions. A

given case k may be located to the left or right of the status quo rule. Because θj is drawn from the

uniform distribution [0, 1], the probability that θj ≤ k is simply k. This makes it straightforward

to identify the probabilities of victory for each player with and without a published opinion.
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With p = 1, the incumbent disputant’s probabilities of victory for different locations of k are

as follows. For 0 < k < SQ, the probability of winning is 0(1 − q) + kq. For SQ < k < 1, the

probability of winning is 1(1− q) + kq. When k is to the left of SQ, the incumbent is sure to lose

if s = 0, but will win where s = 1 if θj is to the right of k. And when k is to the right of SQ,

the incumbent is sure to win if s = 0, and will also win where s = 1 if θj is to the right of k. The

challenger’s probabilities of victory are the inverse of these.

Where p = 0, the probability of disputant I winning is k (the probability that θj will be less

than k, given that the judge will decide the case based on their ideal policy), and the probability

of disputant C winning is 1− k.

The probabilities of victory for each disputant for p = 1 and p = 0 imply conditions under

which disputants will expend cost to obtain an explanation of the judge’s decision.

Lemma 2. Where 0 < k < SQ, I chooses eI = 0 and C chooses eC = 1 where φ
π ≤

(1−k)(1−q)
1−(1−k)q .

Where SQ < k < 1, I chooses eC = 1 where φ
π ≤

k(1−q)
1−kq and C chooses eC = 0.

Lemma 2 states simply that the cost a disputant is willing to expend varies by how extreme the

case k is (which matters because it affects how likely the judge is to decide in favor of the disputant

regardless of the status quo rule) and the size of q, which determines how likely it is that the judge

will be able to change the status quo rule. Whichever disputant is favored by the status quo rule

will bear the cost, as determined by which side of SQ the case k is located.

Finally, these conditions allow the following proposition to be stated.

Proposition 1. Where γ > λ, w ≥ γ(1−SQ)− λ
2 and where γ ≤ λ, w ≥ 1

4λ(γ2−λ2) +γ(12 −SQ),

there is an equilibrium with the following strategies:

• Judges choose x = SQ when s = 0 and choose x = θ when s = 1.

• Disputants do not reject judges.

• The challenger chooses eC = 1 where 0 < k < SQ and eC = 0 otherwise. The incumbent

chooses eI = 1 where SQ < k < 1 and eI = 0 otherise.

And disputants do not update beliefs on judge-type.
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The proposition shows that there is an equilibrium in which judges decide cases according to

the status quo rule for weak cases s = 0. Disputants do not reject judges and bear the cost of

explanations. Because all types of judges follow the same strategy, disputants cannot distinguish

judges according to judges’ policy preferences. As the wage-level w increases, the space in which

this is an equilibrium expands, since judges care even more about staying in office. This effect is

enhanced where γ < λ (recalling that γ < λ can be rewritten as 1−δ
δ < q(1−δT )

1−(1−q)δ ), that is, where

the probability q that a strong case arises is large and judges are more forward-looking.

3 Case study: American labor arbitration

This section presents an empirical example of a legal system in which judges are not bound to

construct or follow legal precedent, but do so anyways. In the absence of a court of last resort

or legislative statutes controlling case outcomes, labor arbitrators have had to solve problems of

arbitrator selection, the development of coherent rules, and the publication of decisions. This

section shows that observed features of labor arbitration correspond to important elements of the

formal model presented in the previous section.

The existing system of American labor arbitration developed as a result of the Taft-Hartley Act

of 1947. While statutes and judicial rulings define the legal framework for labor arbitration, many

of the issues faced in labor arbitration are not dealt with by US courts, and there is no central

body to ensure that labor arbitrators adopt consistent decisions on these issues. In contrast to the

National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), which concerns unfair labor practices and has its own

hierarchy of administrative law judges, labor arbitration concerns contract disputes in bargaining

between unions and management.

Disputants may mutually agree on an arbitrator to select, though this often fails (after all,

disputants turn to an arbitrator after bargaining has already broken down). A common means

for arbitrator selection is to have an outside agency submit a list of options, and the disputant

each eliminate some portion of the names (Elkouri and Elkouri 1985, 136). One such outside
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agency is the American Arbitration Association, a non-profit, administrative organization intended

to support arbitrators, such as by providing educational material and model arbitration procedures

(Ibid., 21). Disputants and an arbitrator usually agree in advance on the fee for the arbitrator,

which is often per diem (Ibid., 19).

A consensus among observers holds that there is widespread creation, use, and influence of

precedent in labor arbitration, despite precedent having no formal binding power. Recently, a

prominent labor arbitrator asserted, “Today, I believe that the vast majority of arbitrators and

advocates would agree that precedent has a salutatory role to play in the arbitral process,” (St.

Antoine 2014, 433). Labor arbitrators reference substantive principles as generally accepted in their

written opinions, at times not even including relevant precedent because the principle is taken to

be widely known (Elkouri and Elkouri 1985).

Reference to rules beyond the present case occurs throughout the dispute-resolution process.

Disputants cite precedent in making arguments before the arbitrator, and arbitrators justify their

decisions based on general principles of jurisprudence. While one might suspect that the use of

precedent arises from training and socialization by arbitators into the US legal system, Elkouri and

Elkouri (1985, 419) observe, “many of the arbitrators who give precedential force to prior awards

are not lawyers.”

In an assessment of precedent in labor arbitration, Weidemaier (2012, 6) finds that, “labor

arbitrators often justify their decisions by citing only other arbitration awards.” In Weidemaier’s

sample of 208 awards, about half cite judicial or arbitral precedent. Investigating one example of

a legal rule, regarding legitimate criteria for discharge and disciplinary action, Dilts and Moore

(2009) look at written awards from Labor Arbitration Reports (a sample of 256 awards). They

classify awards based on features of the case, and find that nearly 90% of awards follow the criteria

first listed as relevant from a 1965 arbitral award—evidence of stable rules in labor arbitration.

There have been professional efforts by labor arbitrators to aggregate and publicize generally

accepted rules. Key texts include The Common Law of the Workplace (St. Antoine 2005) and

How Arbitration Works (Elkouri and Elkouri 1985). Though St. Antoine (2014) observes that

sometimes rules are misapplied, this itself is evidence of an evolving body of legal rules that can
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be challenged or violated. The textbooks written to codify some of these rules provide a means for

arbitrators to justify their decisions within a commonly accepted framework.

Is it truly appropriate to label labor arbitration a decentralized legal system? In the introduc-

tion, we started out by defining legal rules following the criteria of H.L.A. Hart. For Hart, law is

the union of primary and secondary rules, where secondary rules are categorized into rules of recog-

nition, change, and adjudication. American labor arbitration fulfills these requirements, and thus

it is appropriate to conceptualize labor arbitration as producing laws in the sphere of employment

and labor relations. To identify rules, disputants look through case histories or textbooks. If they

disagree or there is ambiguity, they can resolve this through arbitration, which also applies these

rules to particular cases. Thus, it is proper to conclude that this system produces legal rules.

Despite the concerns of previous theorists of arbitration or jurisdictional competition, the exam-

ple of labor arbitration shows that incentives for arbitrators and disputants can be consistent with

the development of generally accepted rules even in the absence of a central authoritative body to

ensure legal coherence. Though disputants may have conflicting interests, such as in the case of

labor and managers, there are potentially effective institutional mechanisms to facilitate arbitrator

selection and consistent cass dispositions. In turn, the fact that labor arbitrators publish their

decisions, cite precedent, and write textbooks of arbitral rules shows that incentives of arbitration

do not necessarily contradict these elements of lawmaking.

4 Conclusion

There are plausible reasons to believe that a central authoritative agent, such as a legislature,

high court, or monarch, is necessary to develop coherent legal rules. Arbitrators need to have an

incentive to expend the effort to produce well-reasoned opinions. If they choose to publish these

decisions, they risk losing future cases. Even if arbitrators did craft rules, those rules could be

biased should the plaintiff and defendant have unequal power in selecting an adjudication forum.

Nonetheless, this paper has shown that it is possible to design institutions sufficient for lawmaking
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without a central authority.

In the model presented in this paper, each disputant had the ability to veto a randomly drawn

judge. The opportunity for disputants to reject potential judges provided judges an incentive to

appear non-biased. For any given case, at least one disputant favors a reasoned explanation and is

willing to bear the cost of the judge explaining their decision.

Judges are willing to decide cases consistent with the status quo rule, even if they personally

disagree with it, because there is some possibility in the future for the judge to alter policy while

appearing non-biased. For normal cases, judges face a tradeoff between obtaining their ideal policy

preference in the current period and remaining in the pool of potential judges for when a strong

case might arise that allows them to shape the law. When cases arise that reveal some ambiguity or

contradiction in existing rules, then judges are able to move policy while explaining their decision

in a way that appears fair and legitimate.

The case of labor arbitration serves to empirically illustrate the model and to demonstrate that

predictions of the model actually occur in reality. Disputants hold a (limited) veto on potential

arbitrators, arbitrators publish decisions that cite precedent, and there appear to be generally

accepted legal rules that have developed. Of course, we cannot know with certainty that the

mechanism in the model really is what is underlying this observed behavior, or if something else is

going on. Nonetheless, the case helps to give us an idea of what a decentralized legal system might

look like in practice.

Appendix

Proof to Lemma 1.

We start from w ≥
∣∣SQ− θj∣∣ γ − (12 − θj + θ2j )λ. We will find conditions on w for which all

values of θj ∈ [0, 1] prefer x = SQ for s = 0. To do so, we will maximize the RHS of the above

expression with respect to θj and then substitute in this value to show the condition on w. There

are four cases:
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(1) Assume γ ≤ λ and SQ > θj . The derivative of (SQ−θj)γ−(12−θj +θ2j )λ is −γ+(1−2θj)λ.

(The second derivative is negative.) Setting this equal to zero, we obtain θj = λ−γ
2λ . Where γ ≤ λ,

0 ≤ λ−γ
2λ ≤ 1. Thus, the expression is maximized where θj = λ−γ

2λ . Substituting this into the

expression yields w ≥ 1
4(γ

2

λ − 2γ + 4SQγ − λ).

(2) Assume γ ≤ λ and SQ < θj . The derivative of (θj −SQ)γ− (12 − θj + θ2j )λ is γ+ (1− 2θj)λ.

(The second derivative is negative.) Setting this equal to zero, we obtain θj = λ+γ
2λ . Where γ ≤ λ,

0 ≤ λ+γ
2λ ≤ 1. Thus, the expression is maximized where θj = γ+λ

2λ . Substituting this into the

expression yields w ≥ 1
4(γ

2

λ + 2γ − 4SQγ − λ).

(3) Assume γ > λ and SQ > θj . As in case (1), the derivative of (SQ− θj)γ − (12 − θj + θ2j )λ

is −γ + (1 − 2θj)λ, and setting this equal to zero, we obtain θj = λ−γ
2λ . However, where γ > λ,

0 > λ−γ
2λ Thus, the expression is maximized where θj = 0. Substituting this into the expression

yields w ≥ SQγ − λ
2 .

(4) Assume γ > λ and SQ < θj . As in case (2), the derivative of (θj − SQ)γ − (12 − θj + θ2j )λ

is γ + (1 − 2θj)λ, and setting this equal to zero, we obtain θj = λ+γ
2λ . However, where γ > λ,

1 < λ+γ
2λ . Thus, the expression is maximized where θj = 1. Substituting this into the expression

yields w ≥ (1− SQ)γ − λ
2 .

For γ ≤ λ (cases 1 and 2), the threshold of case (2) is greater. For γ > λ (cases 3 and 4), the

threshold of case (4) is greater.

Proof to Lemma 2.

We start from the utility functions of players I and C. As a reminder, these are UI = πv− eIφ

and UC = π(1− v)− eCφ. First, observe that it is not an equilibrium for both eI = 1 and eC = 1.

Since p = maxeI , eC , if we posit an equilibrium in which both players expend cost for p = 1, then

clearly one player could always do better by having the other expend the cost such that p = 1.

Thus, we will find conditions for equilibria in which eI = 1 and eC = 0 and vice-versa.

We know that I wins (v = 1) under four conditions:

• s = 0 and p = 1 and SQ ≤ k

• s = 0 and p = 0 and θj ≤ k

• s = 1 and p = 1 and θj ≤ k
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• s = 1 and p = 0 and θj ≤ k

Note that the probability that θj ≤ k is k. Player I’s calculation to choose eI = 1 when SQ ≤ k

and eC = 0 is thus,

(1− q)(π − φ) + qk(π − φ) ≥kπ (2)

(1− k)(1− q)
1− (1− k)q

≥φ
π

(3)

Player I’s calculation to choose eI = 1 if k < SQ and eC = 0 is,

(1− q)(−φ) + qk(π − φ) ≥ kπ (4)

And this never holds.

Now for player C. We know that I wins (v = 1) under four conditions:

• s = 0 and p = 1 and k < SQ

• s = 0 and p = 0 and θj > k

• s = 1 and p = 1 and θj > k

• s = 1 and p = 0 and θj > k

Note that the probability that θj > k is 1 − k. Player C’s calculation to choose eC = 1 when

k < SQ and eI = 0 is thus,

(1− q)(π − φ) + q(1− k)(π − φ) ≥(1− k)π (5)

k(1− q)
1− kq

≥φ
π

(6)

And player C’s calculation to choose eI = 1 if k < SQ and eC = 0 is,
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(1− q)(−φ) + q(1− k)(π − φ) ≥ (1− k)π (7)

And this condition never holds.

Proof to Proposition 1.

The conditions on w and c come from Lemmas 1 and 2, respectively. Because of the condition on

w, implying that all judge-types take the same action, disputants have no basis on which to update

beliefs. For this reasons, all judge-types yield the same utility for both disputants, so neither can

gain from rejecting the judge.

Model with risk-averse judges.

The conditions on c are the same as for the model with risk-neutral judges (see Lemma 2).

Likewise, the reasoning that if all judge-types take the same action, then disputants have no basis

on which to update beliefs of judge-types is also analogous to the risk-neutral case. Thus, the

element of the analysis that must be derived separately concerns the conditions on w for which all

judge-types choose the same action (analogous to Lemma 1).

We start from w ≥ (SQ − θj)
2γ − (13 − θj + θ2j )λ. We follow the same strategy as for the

risk-neutral case in the proof of Lemma 1. We will maximize the condition on w with respect to θj

in order to find a value for w such that all types of judges choose x = SQ when p = 1 and s = 0.

There are two cases.

(1) λ > γ The derivative of (SQ− θj)2γ − (13 − θj + θ2j )λ with respect to θj is −2γ(SQ− θj)−

(2θj − 1)λ and the second derivative is negative when λ > γ. This means that there is an interior

solution, which we find be setting −2γ(SQ− θj)− (2θj − 1)λ = 0. This implies an interior solution

of 2γSQ−λ
2(γ−λ) .

Where SQ < 1
2 and λ > γ, as we have assumed, then 2γSQ−λ

2(γ−λ) is greater than zero. And

1 > 2γSQ−λ
2(γ−λ) when SQ > 2γ−λ

2γ . Thus, when SQ > 2γ−λ
2γ , then θmaxj = 2γSQ−λ

2(γ−λ) . This implies that

w ≥ λ(−4(1+3(SQ−1)SQ)γ+λ)
12(γ−λ) by substitution. When SQ ≤ 2γ−λ

2γ , then θmaxj = 1. This implies that
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w ≥ (SQ− 1)2γ − 1
2λ by substitution.

(2) λ ≤ γ Since, as we saw, the second derivative is not negative, there is no interior solution.

Thus, we check θj = 0 and θj = 1 to maximize the expression. Where θj = 0, (SQ− θj)2γ − (13 −

θj + θ2j )λ⇒ SQ2γ− 1
3λ. And where θj = 1, (SQ− θj)2γ− (13 − θj + θ2j )λ⇒ (SQ− 1)2γ− 1

3λ. One

can observe that when SQ < 1
2 , as we have assumed, SQ2γ − 1

3λ < (SQ − 1)2γ − 1
3λ and hence

the expression is maximized when θj = 1. This yields the condition that w ≥ (SQ− 1)2γ − 1
2λ, by

substitution.

Therefore, all judge-types choose to stick with SQ when p = 1 and s = 0 where

• w ≥ (SQ− 1)2γ − 1
3λ if γ ≥ λ or both λ < γ and SQ ≤ 2γ−λ

2γ

• w ≥ λ(−4(1+3(SQ−1)SQ)γ+λ)
12(γ−λ) if λ− γ and SQ > 2γ−λ

2γ and γ > λ
4−12SQ(1−SQ)

• w > 0 if λ− γ and SQ > 2γ−λ
2γ and γ ≤ λ

4−12SQ(1−SQ)
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